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PRELIMINARIES
Integral geometry emerged from probability problems in-
volving geometric figures, one of the classical examples being
G. L. L. Comte de Buffon's needle problem (1760). The title
"Integral Geometry" was given later in these investigations by
Wilhelm Blaschke in a series of works by his school and in his
"Vorlesungen uber Integralgeometrie" (193&).
The question raised by early studies in geometric prob-
ability was reduced to the problem of how one can find a
"measure" for sets of geometrical objects, such as points, lines,
planes, conies, etc., so that these measures are invariant under
a given group of transformations. This search has been enlarged
and systemized by studies in integral geometry: once an invar-
iant measure is found, geometrical consequences for the figures
of the space in which the group operates are derived. Thus
integral geometry, while it maintains a kinship to differential
geometry in some of its methods, differs in that its results, are
"global" while those of differential geometry are "local".
Treatment of the case of elliptic spaces first arose in
G. Hergiotz's lectures on geometrical probability. Subsequently
these results were extended in the realm of integral geometry.
One curious result was found. Often formulas arising from the
systematic treatment of something in the elliptic case were the
same as those obtained in the Euclidean case.' Here lies the
clue to the power of investigation in elliptic spaces. Elliptic
3paces are compact. They offer a convenient principle of dual-
ity. Using these facts, many new integral formulas, which take
on infinite values in the Euclidean case, may be obtained.
Two supplementary statements should be made at this point.
First, since elliptic geometry and spherical geometry are
locally the same, the results pertaining to elliptic geometry
also apply, with slight modification, to the geometry on the
sphere. Second, using the same procedures followed for the
treatment of the elliptic case, the hyperbolic case can also
be handled.
Elliptic geometry is related to the transformation group
called the group of Cayley. This is the group (in n-dimensional
projective space) of all pro jectivities which leave invariant a
given quadratic form. All elliptic spaces considered herein
will be of curvature 1. This being the case, the distance d
between two points x and y is defined by cos d = (xy) ; d also
represents the angle between the two corresponding polar ele-
ments. In other words, in the plane, d is the angle between two
lines; in space, d is the angle between two planes, and so on.
The following general results, which will be used in the sequel,
are for n-dimensional elliptic space.
(1-1) The relative components for the group of Cayley are
given by the linear differential forms u ilc (i, k = 0, 1, . . ., n)
where u^-,- =
"ik = "uki = (V^i' = -( dAkA i) >
(parentheses denote the scalar product) and the A , -A-,, . . .,
An are vertices of a self-conjugate figure; that is,
(1 i = k
1 k
[o i / k.
(1-2) The coj^. are given by an infinitesimal transforma-
tion and are defined by
n
•jr
c—
k=0
&k t = Z «ikAk •
(1-3) The Maurer-Cartan equations of structures are
(The brackets denote the exterior product of the differential
forms.
)
A necessary and sufficient condition for
[ul u 2 • • " uh]
to be a measure for geometric elements H, is that
Qoi »2 • • • Wh~j' = °'
Then Pto
1
u
?
. . . co,"~j is denoted by dH. The co,, cop, . .
.
, &v
are determined in the following manner: they are those inde-
pendent relative components of the group of Cayley transforma-
tions which must be zero in order for the geometric element H
to be transformed into itself. Related to these facts is the
notion that for the group of Cayley, the kinematic density, which
is the product of all independent relative components, always
exists.
(1-5) Three fundamental invariant properties of the kine-
matic density need to be mentioned at this point. Kinematic
density is invariant first under a motion. The second property
is invariance of choice; that is, the kinematic density does not
change if the coordinate system is changed. Third is invariance
under inversion: if the original fixed axes are regarded as
mobile and the original mobile axes are regarded as fixed, the
kinematic density will remain the same.
ELLIPTIC SPACE OP 2-DIMENSIONS
In this section, some results of integral geometry in
elliptic 2-space will be considered. Later sections will extend
these to 3-space and n-space. Throughout this particular dis-
cussion Aq, A-,, and A2 will represent vertices of a self-
conjugate triangle as defined in (1-1).
Theorem II-l . The density of the point A is
dA = Qo01 co02]] = (dAoAi) (dA A 2 )
Proof . From (1-2)
dA = o)00A + uo-lA-l + u02A 2
= UqxA-l + co02A 2
by (1-1). Aq is fixed by the infinitesimal transformation so
that dA = 0. Thus o>q]_ = 0, u02 = 0, so that, considering
(I-k), the theorem is proved provided rwoi«o2~1' = °- Now
[»01u02]' = Q°01 ,C0O2l " ["01^02']
5However, (1-3) g;ives that
"01
'
" [uoouoi]
+ [u01ull] + [_u02u2lJ
= fu02u2J
by (1-1) ; furthsirmore,
(0q2
= ["OO^J + [w01u12] + Qo02 (022^]
= [u01u12]
by (1-1) also. Thus
['•°01 to02]' = [u02 C021 C002] " [u01 &)01 co12J
= 0.
Q . E. D.
The density about a point is i sometimes referred to as the area
element describeid by that point.
The orem II-•2. If A
x
and A
2
determine a line G, then the
density of G is
dC- s
= \y>10^2o] = (dA^XdAQA 2 ).
Proof. Consider a subp;roup of infinitesimal traiisforma-
tions which, fix G; such a tiansformation must take
Ax—
9- A l + dA l
A 2^ A 2 + dA 2
where A, + dA, and A, + dAp are points on the line G. Thus
dAl and dAg must be linear clombinations of A 1 and A 2 . Prom
(1-i) and (1-2)
and
dA
l
=
"l0A + U11A 1 + "l2A 2
=
"l0A + toi2A 2
dA 2 = "20A + W21A 1 + "22A 2 = "20A + "21A 1
Thus from considering the linear combinations mentioned above,
u-^q = and co^q = 0, so that from (I-I|.)
dG ["lO"2oJ
if it can be shown that ["-m^o
-
!
= °- The proof of this
follows from (1-3) as in Theorem II-l.
It is of interest to note that dA = dG. This result is
expected, however, since the dual of the point Aq is the line
AjAg. Q. E. D.
Theorem II-3 . The kinematic density in the plane is
dK = Qw01u02 (o12l = (dA A 1 ) (dA A 2 ) (dA^) .
Proof
. This follows from (1-ij.) since among
"00 "01 "02
"10 "ll "12
OJp^
"pi "pp
"00 = "11 = "22 = ° and "01 =
~"l0> "02 = _"20' "12 = ""21 so
that three independent pfaff forms are Wqt, Uq2' "21" Q.E.D.
Some other results from 2-space will be mentioned in the
following section where they will appear following the corre-
sponding result and proof for the case of 3- space.
ELLIPTIC SPACE OP 3-DIMENSIONS
The natural path at this point is to consider the possi-
bilities of the previous section in 3-space. It should be noted
that the first four theorems which follow, very closely parallel
the three of the preceding section.
Theorem III-l . Let AqA-jAjA, be a self-conjugate tetra-
hedron as defined in (1-1)
. The density of the point A Q is
dAQ = [u01u02u03l = (dA A1 )(dA A 2 )(dAQA3 ).
Proof : (1-2) gives
dA = »00A + u01A 1 + co02A 2 + <o 3A 3 •
Moreover, w00 = and since A Q is fixed, dAQ = 0. Thus accord-
ing to (I-I4.), the result desired follows if r"oiw02u03~l' = ° -
This verification is routine when use is made of the Maurer-
Cartan equations (1-3). Q. E. D.
Theorem III-2
. If AqA-^jA, is a self-conjugate tetrahedron
and if C- = AqA-|_ is a line, then the density of the line G is
dG- = ruO 2 a)O3 C012 C013j = (dA A 2 ) (dA A3 )(dA 1A 2 ) (dA xA3 ) .
Proof
. Just as in the proof of Theorem II-2, consider
the transformation that takes
An >An + dA n
A-, >A1 + dA-j_
and leaves G fixed; AQ + dA Q and A 1 + dA x must be points on G
so that dA Q and 3A-, are linear combinations of Aq and A-^
From (1-2)
dA
= '
a01A l
+
<°02A 2
+ U03
A
3
dA-, = U]_qAq + U]_2A2 + "13^3 >
thus uQ2 = 0, co03
= 0, co12 = 0, u13
= 0. The theorem follows
if rco02uO3u12 C013T = 0> This is a Saln routine. Q. E. D.
Theorem III-3 . Let AgA-jApA, be a self-conjugate tetrahedron;
if E = A-,ApAo is a plane, then the density of E is
dE = r"10"20 to3ol
=
'
dA
l
A
o'
< dA 2A o' ' dA3
A 0^ -
Proof : Consider the transformation that takes
A
]
_
> A-j_ + dA-|_
A2 ^A2 + dA2
A, ?A, + dAo;
E must be fixed by this transformation so that, as before,
dA-,, dA 2 , and dAo must be linear combinations of Aj_, A2, and Aj.
Therefore
dAl
= U10A + a)i2A 2 + coi3A 3
dA~ = a)2nAo + U21A1 + U2 3A 3
dA, = u
^o
A + U31A 1 + W32A 2
gives that co10 = 0, u20 = °, and "30 = °- The rest of the
proof follows that of Theorem II-2. Q. E. D.
Here in 3-space duality also appears. Note that (except
for sign) the density of a point and of a plane are the same.
Densities are always considered to be positive.
Theorem III-I4- . The kinematic density in 3-space is
dK = rMoiuO2u03u12 t013u23]
= (dA A
1 )
(dA A
2 ) (dA QA 3 ) (dA-,_A 2 ) ( dA^) (<JA 2A 3 )
where A A-,A„A, is a self-conjugate tetrahedron.
Proof . The independent pfaff forms among
m00 U01 u02 u03
"10 ull "12 "13
"20 u21 0)22 u23
u30 "31 u32 "33
are by (1-1) : uQ1 , uQ2 , Uq,, co12 , u1 ,, co2 - . The desired re-
sult follows from ( I-I4.) . Q. E. D.
In elliptic 3-space some formulas can be derived which
have analogies in 2-space. The situation that occurs when
planes intersect a curve will be considered first; in prepara-
tion for this an expression will be derived for dE in which one
of the three points determining E moves in a certain direction.
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Choose AqA-jAjA, to be a self-conjugate tetrahedron. For
purposes of symmetry, the plane E is determined by AqA 2A,.
A^ is the pole of E because AqA-^AjAt is a self-conjugate
tetrahedron. By Theorem III-3,
dE = (dA A 1 )(dA 2A 1 ) (dA,A 1 )
Now a point A on the plane A-jAjAo is chosen and its coordinates
normalized. Thus A must satisfy
A = a-^ + a 2A 2 + a^A^ (a-|_
2
+ a 2
2
+ a,
2
= 1). (1)
Then the equation (AX) = represents the set of all points
conjugate to A, or, in other words, a plane. This plane
passes through Aq :
(AX) = a
1
(A
1
X) + a
2
(A
2
X) + a,(A
3
X) =
and X = AQ satisfies this equation because AqA-,A 2Ao is a self-
conjugate tetrahedron. Denote by B^ the intersection of the
plane (AX) = with the line A. A. where i, j, k is a cyclic
permutation of 1, 2, 3 [ji, j, k) = (1, 2, 3)] . Bk is on the
line joining A^ and A- so that
Bk = ClA ± + c 2Aj ;
moreover, Bk is on the plane (AX) = 0, giving
3
(ABk» = £ amV°lA i + °2A j>
m=l J
11
3
r vi (Vi) + v2 (Vj'
m=l
= a j_Cn + a
-i°2 = 0>
It is advantageous to have the coordinates for Bk normalized
so that o, and c 2 will also satisfy
c
]_
2
+ o
2
2
= 1.
Therefore, because
2 2 2
.
+ a. + ak
= 1,
2 2
s ± a,
+ ^ = 1.
1 - ak
2 1 - ak
2
the combined equations give as a solution
Bk - jj—g A L - 17r— A jf (i, ,,«-<!. 2, 3).
(2)
These relations, when written out for k = 1, 2, 3, give
s 1 Vl - St 2 B± = a 1 (a3A 2 - a2Aj) (3-a)
a
2 Vl - a 2
2 B 2 = a 2 (a xA, - a^) (3-b)
a^Vl - a^ 2 B3 = 33(3^ - a-]_A 2 ) . (3-c)
Adding these expressions yields one result:
ai^l - ai 2 Bx + a 2Vl - a 2 2 B2 + 83V! - e.-f B3 =
w
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Or they may be solved in pairs in order to obtain expre
•
ssions
for A 1 , A p. and A^ in terms of A, B 1 , B 2 , and B-3. For example,
if (3-b) and (3-o) are solved for A 2 and A,, and substi tuted
into (1),
A = a
x
A
then
5o + apA]_ + a 3A!-Vl - a 3
2
I
1
+ a 2
a l
Vl - a 2 2 B2
+ a
3
a l
Multiplication by a-, and col
-(a-, 2 + a 2
2 + a
3
2 )A 1 = -a-
.lection o f terms then leads to
A + a
3Y 1 - a 2 B2 - a 2Tl - a 3
2 B
3
ov
A l = *1*
•
1 - a
3
Vl - a 2 B2 + a 2Yl -
2
a
3
B
3 ,
(5-a)
using the condition on ( 1)
.
In a similar manner relations
for Ao anc
1
A 2 =
—
a l
1
s l
1 A, are obtained:
2
B3)
(5-b)
2 4 -
1 a^ajA - a 2 a 3V 1 -
|a 1 a 3A + (1 - a^
2
)
p
a 2 B2 - (1 - a 2
2)fl - a3
Vl - a 2
2 B2 + a 2 a,-f 1 - a.
(5-o)
Now if the point A Q is permitted to move along the direc-
tion A A, then dA Q will be a linear combination of A Q and A:
dA Q = XA + p,A .
However,
(A dA Q ) = A.(AQA ) + m.u a;
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which gives \ = since (AqAq) = 1 (therefore, (Aq<IAq) = 0)
and Aq is on the plane (AX) = 0. Using this fact
(AdA ) = (i(AA) = n
so that dA„ can be written as
dA = (AdA ) A.
Taking the scalar product of both sides of this equation with
B 2 and B, gives
(dA B 2 ) = (dA B3 ) =
because, for instance,
(dA QB2 ) = (AdA )(AB 2 ) =
since B2 is on the plane (AX) = 0. These facts, along with the
equation (5-a) derived above for A-j_, yield
UAqA^ = a 1 (dAQA) - a^Vl - a 2
2 (dAQB2 ) + a 2 Vl - a^ 2 (OA B,)
(dA A
]_)
= ai (dA A) . (6)
If M represents the angle between AQA and the normal AqA-[_
to E, then
cos u = (AA 1 ) = a 1 (A 1A1 ) + a 2 (A 2A 1 ) + a,(A,A 1 ),
or
cos co = a-, . (7)
Furthermore, if dF' represents the density of the point A-, on
the plane A-^AjAo, by Theorem II-l
Ik
(JF' = (dA^Aj) (dA-^) = (dA 2A 1 ) (dA 3A 1 ) ; (8)
dF ' can be thought of geometrically as denoting the area element
described by the point A-, moving about on the plane A-j^A, whose
pole is A,..
Having provided all this information, the proof of the
following theorem is easy.
Theorem III-^ . If ds = (dA QA), so that ds is an element
of length on AqA, then dE = cos co ds dF ' .
Proof . This follows because E = AqA,Ao and
dE = (dA A 1 ) (dA 2A1 ) (dA 3A x )
;
hence
dE = a
]
_(dA A) (dAgA-L) (dA 3A x )
by (6), and
dE = cos co ds dF'
by (7) and (8) . Q. E. D.
As an application of this theorem, the number of planes
which cut a given curve C can be calculated. First note that
identification of the endpoints of the diameters of a great
circle of a unit sphere provides a model for the elliptic plane.
Then temporarily fixing the point A
cos co dF' = f cos to dF' = ( sec co cos co dS,
elliptic hemi- disc
plane sphere B^
dS1 = 71
disc St
15
using the theory of surface integrals and denoting by dS^ the
^rea element on the disc S-, . If L is the length of the curve
C, then
n dE = j cos co ds dF ' = j ds f cos co dF ' = itL,
where n is the number of intersections of the plane E and the
curve C
.
This result can be specialized. If C is a line, then
n = 1 and L = tc, giving
pdE = 7t • it = jt .
This represents the "number" of planes in elliptic 3-spsce.
From the duality of a point and its polar, it also represents
the number of points in elliptic 3-space.
As mentioned previously there is a result in 2-space anal-
ogous to Theorem III-^. Let K be a curve with a tangent at
every point. Suppose that a tangent T contacts K at x and a
straight line G intersects K at x also. Then if (Zf is the
elliptic angle between T and K and ds the distance between x
and x + dx,
dG =
j
sin |Z>
j
ds d^.
Furthermore, this analogy can be specialized in a manner
similar to that used above.
(a) If G intersects K in n points, then
n dG = 2L
where L is the Cayley length of K.
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(b) If K is a straight line, the n n = 1 so that
(dG = 2 it
and the measure of all straight lines in the Cayley plane is 2tl.
(o) Duality in the plane and (b) give the measure of points
as 2% also; i.e., the area of the ell iptic plane is 2it
.
How attention is shifted to a si tuation similar to that
just discussed, the case where lines intersect a surface.
Sought is an expression for dG- which is similar to that found
for dE in Theorem III-£.
Again a great many preliminaries are necessary. A point A
is chosen as before (on the plane A-.A
2
A,) and Aq is permitted
to move. The previously developed expressions for A 2 and A3
(5-b) and (3>-c) hold and they yield
!•
(dA QA 2 ) = — fa 1 a 2 (dA A) - a 2a,fl
a l ^
- (1 - a 2
2
1
C ?UAqA^) = — a 1 a-3 (dA A) + (1 - a^
a l (
- a
2 (dA B2 )
)Vl - a 3
2 (dA B
3 )
) Vl - a 2 2
+ a 2 a 3
/
I/l - a 3
2 (dA B
3 )|.
These relations in turn give
(dA A 2 )(dA A,)
= — r(l-a 2
2
)
3/2 (l-a
3
2
)
3/2 (dA B
2
)(dA B
3 )
(dA QB3 )
- a 2
2
a
3
2 Vl-a 2
2 Vl-a
3
2 (dA QB 2 )
17
+ a 1 a 2
2
a
3
'/1 - a
3
2
( dA A) ( dA QB3 )
+ s 1 a 2 (l-33
2
) Vl-a 2 2 (dA A) (dA B2 )
2 V
a l a 2 a3 vl-a 2 (dA A) (dA B2 )
3
l
a
3
+ a 1 ,(l-a 2
2 )'l/l-a, 2 (dA nA)(dA3 0^3'
—
-
|((l-a 2 2 ) (l-a 3 2 ) - a 2 2 a 3 2 -l/l-a 2 2Vl-a3 2 ( dA B2 ) ( dA B,
+ (dA A) (a-]_a 2 ao^v l-a 3 + a 1 a 3 (l-a 2
2 )Vl-a
3
2
j ( dA QB3
fa1a 2 (l-a3
2)fl-a
2
2
+ a^a^-V l-a
2
2
1 (dA QB2 ) [
1
(d.A A 2 )(dA A3 )
1
~ 7~2 ,'
i )l/l-a 2
2 Vl-a
3
2 (dAQB2 ) (dA QB3 )
2
-a
2
^
2 3
+ (dA A) ja 1 a 3 Vl-a 3
2 (dA QB3 ) + aia 2 l/l-a 2
2 (dA QB2m .
However, by (ij.)
so that
3 1 fl-a 1
2 (dA B
]_)
+ a
2Vl-a 2
2 (dAQB2 )
+ a 3Vl-a 3
2 (dA B
3 )
=
3-
L
2 Vl-a 1
2 (dAgB-L) = ai a 21/l-a 2
2 (dAQB2 )
+ a^a^-Vl-a, 2 (dA QB,)
Substituting this in the above gives
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(dA A 2 )(dA A3 ,
a l
2
l
3) = -; a-, 2 Vl-a 2
2 Vl-a3 2 ( dAQB2 ) ( dAQBq
+ (dA A)(-a 1
2
-f/l-a 1
2 )(dA B 1 )j
(dA A 2 ) (dA A 3 ) = -f/i-a 2
2 Vl-33 2 (dA QB2 ) (dA B3 )
- Vl-ax 2 (dA A)(dA B]_). (9)
In view of what is being attempted, another interpretation
for (dA QB2 ) (dAQBo) and ( dAQA) ( dA^-^ is now required. The first
of these looks a great deal like a point density in a plane, "but
it is not quite since A Q ,B2 , and B^ do not form a self-conjugate
triangle. This can be easily checked by using (2):
aj_ a^ a 2 a-j_
B2 =
vT^? A3 " vir^ ^ B3 vT^ A ± - vr^ V
Hence
(b 2b3 ) = , I
2 * 3
, + (10)
Tl-a 22 Vl-a3 2
so that B2 and B3 are not conjugate points. Nevertheless, a
self-conjugate triangle can be obtained by using AQ , either B2
or B,, and some point on the line joining B2 and B-o. So sup-
pose that Ag, B-3, and [iB2 + ABo form a self-conjugate triangle.
Then two of the conditions on these points are:
( B3 ( [iB2 + XB3 ) ) =
( ( u.B2 + \B3 ) ( nB2 + XB3 ) ) = 1
The first condition gives, upon multiplication,
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|a(B
?
B2 ) + A(B3B3 ) = n(B2B3 ) + X =
or
X =
(laga?
Vl- a 2 2 Vl -a, 2
using (10) The second condit ion yields
^
2 + X 2 + 2Xp.(B2B3' "I
so that
^ -.(
u.a2a-5
f
" a 2 a 3
\¥I.-a 2 2 VlT a 327 -Vl-a2 2 Vl-a 3 2
[iapao
Vl-a 2 Vl-a 2 '
or solving for y.,
2
-fl-a 2 2 Vl-a^j
V-
=
a l
Thus thre = pointE
triangle are A Q ,
on the
B,, and
plane A-[_B 2B3 which form a self-con
J*. Then
Jugate
the
Vl-a 2 2 Vl-a 3
2
a 2 ao
B
2
+ ]
a l a l
point densi
dF = (&A G
ty about AQ by Theo]'em II-l is dF, say,
a 2 a 3 v
+ " B
3 )j
(dA QB3 )
s l
where
(
—
a
2VT
a l
2
B2
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Vl-a2 2 4/l-a3
2
a 2 a,dF = — (dA B2 )(dA B3 ) + - ( dA B3 ) (dA B3 )
•Vl-a^/l-a/
- (dA B2 )(dA B3 ) (11)
The second expression in (9), ( dA A) ( dAQB1 ) , is a point
density as A Q , A, and B-j_ form a self-conjugate triangle. Let
dS = (dA QA) (dA QB1 ) (12)
With, these preparations there is another easily proved
theorem.
Theorem III-6
. If co is the angle between G = AqA-^ and the
line A A, and dF' is as before (see Theorem III-5) , then
dG = (cos co d.F - sin co dS) dF'..
Proof . From Theorem III-2
dG = (dA QA 2 ) (dA QA 3 ) (dA 1A 2 ) (dA-|_A 3 )
dG = [Vl-a
2
2 Vl-a
3
2
( dA QB2 ) ( dA QB3 )
- Vl-a-^ ( dAQA) ( dA^jJ
(dA1A 2 ) (dA-,_A3 )
by (9);
dG = (a1dP - Vl-a 1
2 dS) ( dA^) ( dA-^, )
by (11) and (12)
;
dG = (cos co dF - sin co dS) dF'
by (7) and (8)
.
q. e . d .
Ju: t as in the case of Theorem 111-5, this formula can yield
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significant information. As a first specialization, if Aq is
permitted to move only on (AX) = 0, the ares described on the
plane AqAB^ is zero; or, in other words, dS = 0, so that
dG = cos to dF dP' .
Now if F is a surface with surface area Q, in the manner pre-
viously used
JdC- = (cos co dF dF' = (dF cos w dF ' = Qit.
Thus
"n dG = rcQ
where n is the number of intersections of the line G with the
surface F whose surface area is Q. One last consideration is
that if F is a plane so that n = 1 and Q = 2lt, then
/dG = 2 % c
This calculation gives the "number" of lines in elliptic
3-space
.
As mentioned in the Preliminaries, there are some formulas
which appear both in Euclidean and elliptic spaces. The follow-
ing calculations are a derivation of one such result involving
the kinematic density. Recall that in Theorem III-l|., the kine-
matic density was formed by the product of six terms. The three
terms (dA QA n. ), i = 1, 2, 3 can be thought of as representing an
:. finitesimal displacement of Aq in the respective direction
AqA.j_, the directions being mutually orthogonal. Furthermore,
the other terms represent infinitesimal rotations about these
22
three directions. The intermediate result desired here is a
generalization: the displacements may be taken along three non-
orthogonal directions, and so may the rotations. The final
result sought is the so-called "basic formula".
Consider a fixed surface PQ , a moving surface P-,, and a
point Aq on their curve of intersection, Cqt. Let Aq move
along this curve. Consider the two self-con jugate tetrahedrons
"A A
1A 2A 3 and AqD-.D2A, where AqA-, and AqD-, are the surface
normals for P and F]_, respectively. Represent the angle be-
tween AqA]_ and AqD-^ by ^. Furthermore, (for later use) let
vl = A 3
V1 = A,
U 2 = A 2
TJ
3
= D2 = |j.A 1 \Ac f3 = Dl = PA 1 + 5A 2
The \J,, X, p, and 5 can be calculated from the above using the
fact that the distance between two conjugate points on the
elliptic plane is jt/2: for example,
Dl
=
PA 1 + 5A 2
so that
(A 1D1 ) = p(J\ 1A 1 ) + SUjAg) = (3.
However,
(A-^D-]_) = cos .<
because .< is the distance between A]_ and Dt . Moreover,
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(A 2D n ) = pUj-4 !) + 5(A 2A 2 ) = 5
and
(A 2 D]_) = cos (jt/2 - „<) = sin j, .
Thus
D-j_ = cos -< A-^ + sin -< A 2 ,
and in a similar manner
D2 = -sin -< A-, + cos -< A 2 .
How the alternate expressions for the three (dAQAj) terms
of the kinematic density will be calculated. Considering (6)
if A= a]_A]_ + a 2A 2 + s~,k-,, then the infinitesimal displacement
ds = (dA QA) of A along A QA satisfies
(dA A.j_) = a i (dA QA) = a^ds.
Thus the infinitesimal displacements along AqTJt, AqTJ 2 , AqTJo (for
A = Vj_ = A-j, A = U 2 = A 2 . A = Uo = -sin << A]_ + cos ^ A 2 ) are:
d S]
_
= (dA U1 ) = (dA A 3 ). (13-a)
ds 2 = (dA U 2 ) = (dA A 2 ), (13-b)
and
-sin ^ ds, = -sin -<(dA TJ,) = (dAgA-^. (13-c)
Therefore
(dAQA,) (dA QA 2 ) (dAgA-^ = -sin ^ ds-]_dS2ds,
2k
(dA A ]_) (dAQA 2 ) (dAQAn) = sin •< dsj_dS2dS3. (Ik)
Not 3 that wr ile the directions AgA]_, ^gAg, AqAo ar£ mutually
ort;aogonal, the directions AqTT-,, AqIIo, AqUo are not
Conside r once again the plane (AX) = though the point
A
o>
and the infinitesimal rotation d^ about the direction AqA
whi 3h is def ined by
d-< = (dB
2
B) (15)
where B is 3 elected to be a point on the line BpB, which is
ort logonal t Bg. Again if B = uB2 + XB, as precec ing
The 3rem III-
(BB)
6, then
= H
2
+ X
2
+ 2[jA(B 2B3) = 1
and
(BB2 ) = ^(BjBj) + X(B2B,) = p. + MBgBO = 0.
How by (10)
-a 2 a 3
Vl - a 22-Vl - a 3 2
so ;hat
f
x a 2 a 3 f Q ( + a 2 a 3 A ^
2
= 1\Vl-a 22 Yl-a32/ VVl-a 2 2Vl-a 3
2
/
(a 2 a 3
2
+ (l-a 2
2 )(l-a
3
2
) - 2a 2
2
a
3
2 )X 2 = (l-a 2
2 )(1- a
3
2
),
or
•
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Vl-a 2 2
X =
^/l-a
3
2
£ 1
by the condition on (1) Therefore
(dB 2B3
,
1
= Sd32 (- B -
1
= - (dB2B) -
X
P- \
-B2
,J
V-
- (dB2B 2 )
X
1
= - (dB2B) =
A/ }., 2 (dB2B)
•Vl-a 2
2/Vl-a3'i
81
A/l-a 2
2Vl-a 3 2
Now A is fixed by a rot ation about the direction AQA so that
from (5-e
di
)
'
3B3X = - a 3 Vl- a 2
2 d.B2 + a 2Vl- *3 2
Using (5-
(dA1A2 )
(dA
x
A2 )
b) , this yield s
dB3
- (l-
-a 2
2
- 8 2
2 Vl B3)
= (-a3 Yl-a 2
S
1
— (a,a 2A -
a l
dB 2 + a 2 Vl-a3
2
/ 2
a 2 a3 "V l-a 2 B2
* (dB2A) + — (1
V
=
-a 2 ao "71-82 Vi -a ? 2 Vl-!J 3
2 (dB2B3 )
a l
2
p 82 832
( dB3A)
£ dB
3
B2 ).
+ a 2
2 Vl-a3 Vi. a ?
2 Vl- a-, 2
a
l
Two additional sta tements are now required First, because
B2 is on the plane (AX) = 0, (AB2 ) = 0. The n in an infinitesi-
mal rotation about A QA
.
A is fixed so that
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d(AB2 ) = = (dB2A) + (BpdA) = (dBpA).
Tims (dB2A) = 0: in a similar manner (dBoA) = 0. Moreover,
from (10)
(B?B,) =2 V "
^l.«p2VL-a,2d 3
so that
(d.B2B3 )
+ (B2dB3 ) = 0.
Now the expression for (dA]_A 2 ) may be rewritten as
33-32 33 / - J r(dA!A 2 ) = -Vl-a 2 ^Vl-a 3
j (dB 2B3 )
2
+ -Vl-a 2 2 Vl-ao 2 (dBpBO2D3>
— Vl-ap 2 Vl-a, 2 (dBpB,)
a l
a 3
2 JD3 ;
—
-Vl-a 2Vl-a 2
ai
r-= cU ,
a
x
yl/l-a 2
2
'Vl-a3 2
(dA-]_A 2 ) = a ^ d-< .
Two other formulas may he obtained through a cyclic permutation
of I, 2, 3:
CdA^) = akd-< (i, J, k) = (1, 2, 3). (16)
With this relation (16) the infinitesimal rotations about
the lines A V1 , A QV 2 , and A V"3 can be calculated; call these
d^-|_, d^ 2 , and d^.3, respectively. For calculating d^ 1 , consider
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A = a 1A 1 + a 2A 2 + a3A3
= V]_ = A3
.
Thus
d^
x
= (dA 1A 2 ). (17-a)
In a similar manner, it follows that (A = V2 = A-,)..
d^ 2 = (dA 2A,); (17-b)
likewise, since
V^ = D-j_ = cos ^ Aj_ + sin •< A 2
(dAoA-^) = a 2 d^T = sin -< d-<o . (17-c)
Thus multiplying these results together yields,
(d.A 1A 2 ) (dA 2A3 ) (cA 3A 1 ) = d-^d-^ (sin .< d.^)
(dA 1A 2 ) (dA 2A3 ) (dA,A1 ) = sin ^ d^d^d*,. (18)
Now the kinematic density Tor the surface P can be
easily calculated.
Theorem III-7
. The kinematic density for the surface P
can be written
dPQ = sin .< ds x ds 2 ds3 d-^ d^ 2 d-<,.
Proof. Sy Theorem III-lj.,
dP = (dA A 1 )(dA A 2 )(dA A3 ) (dA 1A 2 )(dA 1A 3 )(dA 2A3 ) ;
hence
dFQ = sin * ds 1 ds 2 ds-j sin -< d-^ d-< 2 d-< 3
by (Ik) and (18) .
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pdFQ = sin .< ds-j_ ds 2 ds-j d-<]_ d.< 2 d*?- Q. E. D.
A similar expression can be obtained for the surface F-,
.
In order to obtain the so-called basic formula, the defi-
nition of a line element is needed. Consider a surface F and
a point Aq which is moving on F. If IqXJ is a directed tangent
to F at A Q with U A.j) = 0. then A QA^ is a line element L
through A Q on F. Furthermore, if AqA-^A^ is a self-conjugate
tetrahedron so that A^ is a surface normal to F at A
, and
if dt 2 , dtj represent the displacements of the point A Q in the
directions of A 2 and A-, , and if di^ represents the infinites-
imal rotation about A QA-,, then
dL = dt 2 dtn dT-^ (19-a)
is defined to be the density of the line elements L on F.
Continuing the previous discussion, denote the density of
the line elements on Fq and F-, by
dL = dt2 dt3 dT-]_, dLx = dt 2""dt3'""dTr 1
"
:;
"
respectively. Now A Q was chosen to be a point moving on C n,
the curve of intersection of FQ and F-,_. Furthermore, assume
now that L = AqA^ is a common line element for both surfaces.
A A 1A 2A3 ls the self-conjugate tetrahedron and A A]_ is the
normal for F : AQD-jDgA, is the self-conjugate tetrahedron and
A D1 is tile normal for Fj_. Now it is evident from the previous
definitions and the statements cited that
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dt2 = ds 2 (13-^), dt
2'"' = ds 3 (13-e),
dt, = ds 1 (13-a), dty"- = ds-L (13-a),
at = d-< 2 (17-13), **i* = d-<3 ( l6 ) and in-e) •
If ds-, is denoted Toy ds, the following theorem, the basic
formula, follows from the above.
p
Theorem III-8 . dF, ds = sin J. dLQ dL-^ d-^.
Proof . From Theorem III-7,
dF-, ds = sin -< dS]_ ds 2 ds^ d-<]_ d-< 2 d-<3 ds
= sin2 -< dt,* dt 2 dt 2* d^-j_ dij_ dT^-::- dt^
=
-sin »< dtp dt, d^2_ dt 2* dt,* dt-^-"- d-<-^
=
-sin ^ dLQ dL-^ d-<-^
by (19-b). Because only positive densities are considered,
the desired result follows. Q- E. D.
The next matter of importance is to prove the principal
kinematic formula. In that proof, however, it will be necessary
to use some integral formulas which have not been mentioned pre-
viously. For this reason, some of these will be developed first;
for the sake of completeness, some other formulas will be in-
cluded which involve other invariants.
^or three basic integral formulas recall that in Theorem
III-I4. the kinematic density was found to be
30
dK = (dA A 1 )(dA A 2 )(dA A3 ) (dA 2A3 ) (dA3A 1 )(dA 1A 2 ),
where A A-|_A 2A3 is a self-conjugate tetrahedron. Note the form
of the first three terms (see Theorem III-l) :
(dA A-L) (dA A 2 ) (dA A3) = dA.
Therefore, define
dKA = (dA 2A 3 ) (dAoA-L) (dA 1A 2 )
so that
dK = dA dKA .
Similarly, upon reviewing Theorems III-2 and III-3, define in
the obvious way dKg and dKE and write
dK = dG dKG
dK = dE dKE
without regard to sign. (Disregard signs in this discussion
as all densities are considered to be positive.)
Next, consider
(dKA = j(dA 2A 3 )(dA3A 1 )(dA 1A 2 )
-
J
(dA1A3 )(dA1A 2 ) f(dA 2A 3 ).
If dKA is integrated in this form over all possible positions
in the space, note that ( dA-jA^) ( dA-,_A 2 ) is the area element
about the point A 1> Furthermore, (dA 2A3 ) is an infinitesimal
rotation about the point A, and
31
f^A = 2rc f(dA 1A 3 )(dA :LA 2 ) ;
in a ro tation of 2% about AqA-,, the plane is covere d twice so
that
-|dKA = 2ic . 2it -. 2 = 8 n 2 . (20-a)
An other formula is easily obtained, not e that
fd*G = r(dA A-|_) (dA 2A 3 ).
These i:ntegrals invo"_ve the infinitesimal ro tation (dA 2 A3)
about A
]_
and the infinitesimal displaceme nt (dA-^) of
'
A-j_ along
the ].in 3 A-j_Aq: hence
f«0
= % 2ji 2 = Ij. %2 . (20-b)
( The line AgA-, is traced twice.) The third formula is easier
yet:
jdKE = 8 v2 (20-c)
because it is the dusil of the first integ:pal considered
.
Two formulas involving volume and surface area may be
derii;•ed from thes 9 retlations. Let Kq and K l be two reg ions
with K fixed and Kl moving. Also let V^ and Qj_(i = o. 1)
represent the volume and surface area for K i ; the volume and
surfa C 6 area of K,31
" : Kq/OK-|_ are V01 and Q01 . The kinematic
density on K, is Kr Then
32
f
VOi ffil =f( f dA ) «1»
fixing s position of K^
= ( dA dK-,
AeK'oDK-L
= / f f <%) dA,
where A is first regarded as fixed on Kq,
]V01 dK]_ = 8 it
2 Vx ) dA
> A£K
by (20-2), or
|v01 dK-, = 8 7t 2 V^. (21)
In a similar manner another formula can be obtained
. The
equation
fq01 dK-L = JQ(P.lnK )dK1 + |'Q(RonK1 )dK1
can be simplified further; for example, if dQ, is an area element,
fQCRu/lKoJdK! = (( ( m)
1 1 \A£E
x
nKQ 1
dK
x
(dQ dK-,
ASR^OKq
AfcR1 V. A6KQ /
<3Q,
fixing A on R]_,
= 8 Tt2 V / dQ
mR
x
= 8 it 2 V Q!.
33
Likewise
.
so that
foj (R /lK 1 )dK 1 = 8 T? VXQ
^01 c3K1 = 8 jt
2 (v Q1 + Q V1 ). (22)
To complete this listing of integral formulas, integrals
involving arc length of a curve and mean curvature of a surface
will be considered. The first formula to be obtained is a
direct application of Theorem III-8.
For this first result, let Pq and P-j_ be two smooth surfaces
with surface areas Q,q and Q-[_, and curve of intersection CqX , of
length L ]_. Considering Fq as fixed and F-j_ as moving with kine-
matic density dF-, gives (from Theorem III-8) :
I>Q-]_dF-]_ = (sin -a dLg dL
x
d-<
.
However, according to (19), dL^ can be broken up. For example,
dL, = dto dt, dT, = dQQ dt..
where dQQ is an area element about the point on the surface.
Thus
L01dF1 = sin
2
-< &* dQ dT-[_ ( dQ1
J
dT-|_*
Jo J >0 I '0
L01dP1 = It/2 % ^ Q.1 2Tl = 2 K3 QqQ].. (23)
In preparation for the proof of the integral formula in-
volving mean curvature, a definition and some formulas from
differential geometry are needed. The integral
3k
^ dQi (21;)
is defined to be the surface integral of the mean curvature H*
of a surface R^. The quantity dQ^ represents, as before, the
surface area element or, R^, Formulas that are required are
"I" AQ , A1 , dA , dA x "I" = -2H dQ (25-a)
and
"|" A Q , A1 , dft1 , dA 1 "|" = 2Kr dQ,
both being analogies of similar results for Euclidean 3-space.
Here AqA-jAjA^ is again a self-conjugate tetrahedon but with
Aq and A]_ playing special roles: A Q is a point on a surface
and A 1 is the pole of the tangent plane to the surface at AQ .
Furthermore, H is the mean curvature and K the relative curva-
ture on the surface being considered. (The relative curvature
will be dealt with more extensively later.) The element of
surface ares is represented by dQ. Moreover, the symbol
"I" > > > ' " indicates that in evaluating the determinant
|, , ,1, exterior products are used. Examples of this will be
seen in later calculations.
How consider the following situation. Two regions KQ
(fixed) and K^ (moving) are given which have smooth boundaries
R. with surface areas Q^ and mean curvatures H., (i =0, 1).
Let V^ be the volume of K^. Then if MQ1 is the surface integral
of mean curvature on the boundary of KqDk,, a formula for
/
MQ1 dKx
35
is desired. No tice that this may be split up into three inte-
gr?ils: the quantity M^t ^- s ^-'ie sum of like quantities on
R
o
ns
i.-
KQnR± , and a long the curve of intersection of Rq and
Rr Thus
[
M0IdKl
:= 1 M(S
i
QnK 1 )dK1 + j M(KonR1 )dK 1 + J, (26)
where J, is equ;3l tO the integrated effect B of all the inde-
terminant norma!is A QA . (see below) a long the curve of inter-
section. Cg-, .
"he calculiation of the first tw o integrals is by far the
ea:>iest part. (Donsid er, for example
J
M <K0^ R1 )dX1 = l)^!
*>y (24)
=
A^ ^ A;CK ' H-l dQx
where A is firs': fixe d on R1;
= 8 *' v
° i^ dQ-L
or
[mCKo/Ir^tdK
]_
= 8 T? Vr, M,. (27)
By inversion (I-
|M(R rt Kl :ldK 1 = 8 7t2 vx MQ .
36
J, remains to be calculated. Let A Q be a point on the
curve of intersection C
x- A3 is chosen to be conjugate to Aq
and on the tangent to C 01 at A Q . Furthermore, for each tangent
plane to the surface Ri at A , let r i (i = 0, 1) be the pole of
that tangent plane. Then r
c
r
]_ will be the polar line to A Ao.
Let 26 (0< 6f n/2) represent the distance between r and r-\.
(Hence, by (1-6), 29 is also the angle between the tangent
planes to ^ and H2 at A Q .) The segments r rx each have a mid-
point: let v and w be these. Then set
rp = \v + |j,w
and calculate A and \i by taking (rQv) and (rQw):
(rQ v) = A = cos 6
(r w) = n = cos(9 + tc/2) = -sin 6.
In a similar manner, an expression for r-|_ can be obtained so that
r = v cos G - w sin 9
and
( 29)
r-, =vcos9 + wsin9.
J-
Furthermore, points A-
L
and A 2 can be chosen so that
A-
L
= v cos / + w cos(iZ) - tc/2) = v cos / + w sin /
(30)
A 2 = v cost/ + k/2) + w cos / = -v sin / + w cos /
where -9 < / < 9. The points AqA^^ form a self-conjugate
tetrahedron as can be readily verified; also A
± is between
r-Q and r .
37
Row 'because B takes into consideration the mean curvatures
where the normals are indeterminant (hetween r and r-j_) 3 can
be written
b = (h aq, = - -("|" A
,
&
x ,
dA Q , dAx "|",
by (25-a). To calculate the expression on the right-hand side,
dAg and dA-^ must be calculated. First, let
dA = XA Q + nA3 .
Taking the scalar product of both sides with first Aq and then
A, shows that A = and [i. = (dAgAo) so that
dA Q = (dA A3) A3.
However, (dAgA,) represents an infinitesimal displacement along
AqA,; calling this ds, then
dA Q = ds Ao-
Second, from (30)
,
dA-j = dv cos J3 + dw sin $ + (-v sin $ + w cos $) dj2f
= dv cos + dw sin + A 2 dj2f.
With these calculations B may be rewritten
1 r 1
B = I "| " Ag, k-y, ds A,, dv cos $ + dw sin $ + A 2 d0 It V
The points v and w, however, depend only on the parameter of
the curve Cg-j_, which is s. This means that dv and dw are mul-
tiples of ds; hence
38
" |" A . A
x ,
ds A
3 ,
A 2
A 0> A l' & 3> A 2 ds
ds
2 J
because A QA-J\ ?Ao is a self-conjugate tetrahedron. Now J, can
be calculated:
<3K n = - ds dKV"L — — | US UIY-i
2 /
|
6 ds dK-L
ds dK-
In Theorem III -8, let 29 = ^ so that
«< sin* ^ dL dL]_ d-<.
Calculating
1 /.n
-< sin .< d-< =
2 /0
enables J^ to be written
J
3
=
—
;
dL
o
dLi
= — 2tiQ 2*^
in the manner of (23), or
39
Tlk
J o — Qq Q-i .J
2
(3D
-V om (26), (27).. (28), and (3D the desired result is obtained:
)Moi«Ki = 8 t 2 (M V1 + ~
d
QoQl + VqM^ . (32)
The task now is to develop the principal kinematic formula
for elliptic 3-space. Such a disvelopment was first done by
W. Blaschke: hence this result is also called Blaschke's funda-
mental formula. The derivation below parallels parts of
31 aschke's derivation for the Euclidean case. Some othe r parts
of it are a great deal like the proof of (32)
.
Consider as above two regii3ns Kq and K-i which have smooth
boundary surfaces Rq and. R-,. F<3r their region of intersection,
K ]_ = KgiOK-p call the boundary surface Rqi> Sought is an ex-
pression for the integral
fcr (R01 ) dK-L
where C„ is the total relative curvature on the surface R01-
The total relative curvature on an arbitrary smooth surface is
gi ven by C , where
c
r = / Kr dQ ; (33)
Kr is the relative curvature and dQ is the surface area element
on the surface.
Now the total relative curvature on the entire surface can
be broken down into three parts
.
,
just as can the surface itself.
Th ore, consider
ko
C
r
(R01 ) dKx = J-,' + J2 > + jy (31;)
where J1 ' is related to the total relative curvature on RqDK-,,
J2 ' is related to the total relative curvature on KgORi, s "<3
jy will "be related to the integrated effect B' of the indeter-
minant normals AqA^ ( to be introduced later) along the curve of
intersection itself. Call this curve C Q1 . Thus
J
x
' = fc r (Ro riK1 ) dKj ,
(c
r (K ^)R1 ) dKx ,
and
J2*
' dK
x
.
c 01
The integral J2 ' is easily calculated by using a previous result:
J2 ' = (crtKoDR!) dKx = (7 f Kr dQ.) cK,,
Thus
J2 » = J ( [ dK) Kp dQ,
/fiRi x A'SK /
if A is first fixed on Rx
= 8 7l2 v
J
K
by (20-a), or
r <3Q
A6RX
J2 - =8 ti2 VQ Cpl , ( 35 )
letting C ri be the total relative curvature on R.j_, (i = 0, 1) ,
Furthermore, that
V =|cr (R r)K1 ) <% = 8 7t 2 C^ ( 3 6)
in
follows by inversion, from (35)-
At this point, a similar procedure to that used in calcu-
lating J^ of (26) can be carried out to start the calculation
of Jo' of {3b.) . In this case
( 1 f \
B' = JKr dQ = - ( "|" A Q , A 1 , dA x , dA ]_
by (25-b) . Hence
1
A
,
Aj_, dv cos + dw sin + A 2 6.0,
dv cos + dw sin + A 2 60 " I"
1 r I
— I
" " Aq, A-,, dv cos + dw sin 0f,
dv cos + dw sin + A 2 60 "I"
+
2
-
j
"|" A Q , A x , A 2&0, dv cos |2f + dw sin + A 2 60 "|"
If
| |
= - " " A
,
A 1 . dv cos + dw sin 0, A 2 60 "
|
"
2 ;
1
r i i
-
1
"
I
" A Q , A-, , A 2 60, dv cos + dw sin " \"+
2
''O'
For further simplification, consider the fact that AQA,vw form
3 self-conjugate tetrahedron. Because of this, dv can be
written as a linear combination of AQ . A,, v, and w and the
constants evaluated by taking scalar products of dv with v,
A Q , A,, and w. If
dv = aA.Q + bA? + cv + dw,
k2
then (vdv) = so that c = 0, and
(Ag dv) = a, (A, dv) = b, (wdv) = d.
Thus
dv = (dv Ao) A3 + (dvw) w + ( dv Ag) Ag.
In a similar manner,
dw = ( dw Ao) A3 + (dwv) v + (dw A ) Aq
s o tha t
3' = "I" A , At_, (dvA^) A3 00s $ + (dvw) w cos ft
+ (dvAg) Aq cos $ + (dwAo) A3 sin $ + (dwv) v sin $
+ (dwAQ ) Ag sin 0, A 2 djzf "|"
=
J
"|" Ag, A,, dvA3) A, cos + (dwA,) A3 sin
+ (dvw) w cos j2f - (dvw) v sin $, A„ d0 "I" .
This last statement follows because (vw) - implies that
(vdw) = -(dvw). Continuing the evaluation of B', and consider-
ing (30)
,
yields
B' = 1
"I" Aq, A-|_, ((dvA ) cos + (dwAo) sin 0) A, + (dvw) A 2 ,
A 2 d0 "|"
= j"|" A , Ax , ((dvA3 ) cos $ + (dwA 3 ) sin $) A3, A 2 d^ "I"
Aq, A 1? A,, A 2 I ((dvA,) cos jZf + (dwA-,) sin J?0 djZf
( ((dvAo) cos ^ + (dwAO sin tf) dj2f.
1+3
How 3' can be written
B' = - ] ((dvA,) cos $ + (dwAo) sin 0} d(2
A £C 01
-e < ef <
r9 A r 9(dvA3) cos d£f - ) (dwA?) sin #
/-e a <£c01 '-e
f= -2 / (dvA,) sin 6.
A ec 01
Further simplification can be done when (29) is solved for v:
cos 9
then v is differentiated yielding
(
B' =
A €C 01
) ((dr A3) + (drx A,)) tan 9. (37)
Nov; a relation is needed from the Frenet Formulas in ellip-
tic space. Consider a space curve and a point x on that curve:
select points t, n, and b on the tangent, principal normal, and
binormal, respectively, which are conjugate to x.
Then the Frenet relations are
dt n
ds K
db n
dn t b
ds K T
where s is the arc length of the curve (i.e., ds is the line
element along the curve). l/K is the curvature, and l/T is the
torsion. In the context above, t = At and x = Aq, so that the
first relation states
n
dA-j =- ds - A ds.
K
Recall that r. (i = 0, 1) were on a polar line to AqAo so that
(rj ii| = 0; hence, from the above equation
(driA-j) = - (r idA,) = — ds + (r iAQ )ds
(rin )
(drjAo) = - ds.
3 K
Furthermore, if k_ represents the normal curvature of Cq-j_ at
Ag on the surface Rj_, then another relation from differential
geometry is M-eusnier's:
(r,n)
—— = V . (39)
K 1
With these preparations, (37) > (38), and (39) give
((dr A,) + (dr
x
A3) ) tan
A e'c 01
r 1 (r n)
i
' rin )
^
A n£Cm \ K K /
ds tan 6
J
-0^01 v
j (kn + kn . ) tan 9 ds
A £C01
k$
If in Thi301* ©If] III-8, + is selec ted so that * = 29, then
i
3 : fiK1 -!'kn + kn]_) tan 9 d s dKx
=
|
(
knQ
+ kni ) sin
2 29
sin 9
cos e
dL dL 2d6
= 8
| 0%o + kn ) sin
3 cos 9 dL dL
x
ae.
At this point Euler's e qua tion from diffeirential geometry,
:-
ni
= kj_' cos T i + ki" sin t i
where k. a e d kj " are principal curva tures of the surface R.
[_
and t • i. 9 the angle between CQ1 and a pr:.ncipal direction on
?., can be used to obta in
J
;:
•,---_
= 8 j(k ' cos 2 T + k " sin 2 ^0 + k-, ' cos 2 T l
+ kx
" sin2 Tj_) sin' e cos 6 dL dLx d9;
j
W
x
= 8 f(k ' cos 2 "0 + k " sin" 1 + k-i' cos 2 T l
t
+ k^ "1 sin
2 T-i) sin^e cos 9 dQ dT d^ dT 1 d9
because from (19), dLQ = dQ,Q dTo and dLl = dQx dT1#
Now some auxiliary calcula tions are necessary. Since
< e < ic/2
r
V2
) sin-J 9 cos
/O
9 d9
k
Thi3 T • ?' ay range through a full rotat ion. so that
I
-it
2
sin T.j_ dT^ r
11
2 T= COS ti dTi = 71.
/ -71 >-7.
1+6
Then
•it/2
-> /f,n
pkQ
' COS T- dT. dT-
11
3 dK-, = 8 i sin3 9 cos 6 d9 f / f
/-t p /-It ?
+ j k " sin i dT d'r 1 + J k-^ ' cos T-, dTQ dt
'-71
'-J[
k1
" sin T
x
dTQ dT x | dQ dQx
|(k - + kQ ") dQQ dQ1 + JO^' + kx ") dQQ doJ ,
or
J3
dK
x
= 8 7l 2 (M Q1 + Q M1 ) (J+0)
by (21;). (As before, Q i represents the surface area of R..)
Now the pieces can be assembled easily for Blaschke's
fundamental formula in elliptic 3- space.
C 5jC
r
(R01 ) dK-, = 8 r/ (C^V-l + M^ + QQM 1 + V Crl ) .
Proof. From (3k), (35), (36), and ( I4.O ) ,
[c
r
(R01 ) dK1
= 8 n2 G
rQV1 + 8 ,t
2 (M
oQl + Q^) + 8 K2 V C rl
f
C
r
(JW dK l = 8 ^ (C rOVl + M0^1 + %M1 + VW* Q - E - D>
There is another formula paralleling Theorem III-9 involv-
ing the total absolute curvature C ; C on a surface is defined
by
C
a
= jK
a
dQ
^7
where K
a
is the absolute curvature of the surface and dQ is the
surface area element. From a formula in differential geometry-
relating the absolute and relative curvatures,
K
a
= 1 + K
r
it is apparent, after multiplying by dQ and integrating, that
C
a
= Q + C r . (I4.I)
How another theorem can be proved.
Theorem 111-10.
(R01 ) dKx = 8 ll
2 (C
aQV1 + Moftl + QoMl + V C al ).
Proof .
fc 3 (RQ1 ) dKx = f(Cr (R01 ) + Q01 ) dKx
fey (ki: -
= fc r (H01 ) dK-, + j Q01 dK-L
= 8 ^l 2 (C
r0V1 + MoQl + QoMl + V Crl )
+ 8 7 ? (Q V1 + V Q1 )
by Theorem III-9 and (22),
= 8r_2 ((C
r0 + Q )V ]_ + M^ + Ql0Kx
+ v (c
rl + 0,-l) )
= 8 t2 (C^V! + M^ + Q MX + V C a]_)
by (*A) • Q.E.D.
1+8
In closing this section, it should be mentioned that there
is a statement in 2-space analogous to Theorems III-9 and 111-10:
TQ1 dKx = 27: (SlTo + SQT1 + L^) .
For this particular formula, Kq and K-, are two domains with
dK-j the kinematic density for K-, ; S^. is the Cayley area enclosed
by K-; L. is the Cayley length of the boundary of K-; T., is the
total curvature of K^. This formula also holds in the Euclidean
ELLIPTIC SPACE OF n-DIMENSIONS
In view of the approach made in the last two sections, the
natural question arises about extending these ideas to the n-
dimensional case. This brief section will only attempt to
summarize some of these extended results.
The formulas concerned with the density of a point, line,
plane, and in n- space any k-dimensional linear subspace
( £ k <^- n) readily lend themselves to extension, in view of
their methods of derivation and the ideas presented in (1-1)
through ( 1—24.) . The same can be said of the kinematic density.
Statements concerning the intersections of different geometric
objects (see Theorems III-5 and III-6 and the comments which
follow each) can be generalized to statements about the inter-
section of linear subspeces with curves and surfaces. The
'.' snaions of these can vary independently.
A specific formula previously proved (Theorem III-8, the
Lo formula) has been extended to n-space:
WdF-j dl = sinn -1 -< dLQ dl^ d-<.
Here Fq and Fn are two intersecting hyper surfaces. The exten-
sion of the density of a line element is the density of frames;
hence cl, dLn . dL, represent the density of frames on the inter-
section, on Fq and on Fi, respectively. As before, .< is the
angle between the normals to Fq and F-, .
The final extension to be mentioned here is perhaps the
most interesting and important:
I
n j' XtR^Bi) dK1 = I 2 I 3 . . . In [ln (X V ]_ + XlV )
1 n-2
1
+
~ X" (h+l) M.n (R )M.n-2-h (%))•
This is Blaschke's fundamental formula for elliptic n-space.
It holds in Euclidean n-space as well. For this formula Kq and
Kt are two regions with smooth boundary hypersurfaces R- and R-,,
which have volumes Vq and V-|_, respectively. The (m-l)-dimen-
sional area of a unit sphere in Em is called Im ; thus 2 = 2n,
Oo = li-Ti, etc. The [Aj's represent different integral invariants
which depend on the dimension of the space being considered; in
particular, for 3-space, u-q(Rj) is the area of the surface R-,
[i-i(Ri) is the integral of mean curvature. The Euler-Poincare
characteristic is denoted by X. The cases when n = 2, 3 can
be considered as special cases of this general formula.
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The study of integral geometry in Cayley spaces was
initiated by similar studies in Tuclidean spaces which in turn
grew out of geometrical studies in probability. This paper,
while being devoted mainly to the 3-dimensional case, also
gives results for 2-space and n-space.
More specifically, densities of linear subsets are studied
thoroughly in 2-space and 3-space. From these results, a number
of integral formulas are derived in 3-space, among these being
the so-called basic formula and the fundamental formula of
Blaschke. Most of the discussion here is devoted to materials
presented by T. J. Wu. Some proofs are presented which he
omits: other proofs are presented in greater detail, and,
hopefully, greater clarity.
